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RANDOM QUADRATIC FORMS

JOHN GREGORY AND H. R. HUGHES

Abstract. The results of Boyce for random Sturm-Liouville problems are gen-

eralized to random quadratic forms. Order relationships are proved between

the means of eigenvalues of a random quadratic form and the eigenvalues of an

associated mean quadratic form. Finite-dimensional and infinite-dimensional

examples that show these are the best possible results are given. Also included

are some results for a general approximation theory for random quadratic forms.

0. Introduction

In [ 1 ] and [2] Boyce considered the order relationship between the means of

eigenvalues for random Sturm-Liouville problems and the corresponding eigen-

values for the associated Sturm-Liouville problem with random coefficients re-
placed with their means. Subsequently, Kreith [7] modified Boyce's problem to

obtain similar results for a stochastic initial value problem of this type.

At first glance these results seem surprising. In the deterministic case, gen-

eral comparison results exist for the nth eigenvalue for pairs of two quadratic

forms (see [4] or [5]) and hence Sturm-Liouville problems. But why should any

relationship exist if we only average the forms?

The major purpose of this paper is to consider the order relations described

above for the nth eigenvalue, n = 1, 2, 3, ... , for quadratic forms. Our set-

ting is that of [5]. Thus, similar results hold for higher-order linear, self adjoint
differential systems and focal or conjugate point theory including quadratic con-

trol problems.
The remainder of this paper is as follows. In Section 1 we sketch the deter-

ministic theory needed for the remainder of this paper. In Section 2 we give

our main results for order comparison.

In many cases we give counterexamples to show that general results for the
nth eigenvalue do not always hold. Thus, in Section 3 we consider finite-

dimensional examples and, in Section 4, infinite-dimensional examples includ-

ing Sturm-Liouville problems. Finally, in Section 5 we present some new results

for a general approximation theory for random quadratic forms.
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1. Deterministic theory

Following [4] or [5] we assume that ff is a Hilbert space, J(x) is an elliptic
quadratic form, and K is a compact quadratic form defined on X. Q(x)
is a quadratic form if there exists a linear transformation I on / such that

J(x) = (Tx, x). The associated bilinear form is Q(x, y) = (Tx, y). J is
elliptic if J is equivalent to the inner product on ff except for a subspace of

finite co-dimension. K is compact if K(x) = (Tx, x) where T is compact.

In this setting, a real number X is an eigenvalue of J(x) relative to K(x) if
there exists x ^ 0 in ff, called the eigenvector, such that

(1) /(x,y;A) = /(x,y)-Atf(;t,y) = 0

for all y in ^. We note that the form J(x; r) is elliptic for any real number
r.

For an elliptic quadratic form we have two nonnegative integer value func-

tions which correspond, respectively, to the number of negative and zero eigen-

values. Thus we define the signature 5 of J(x) on a subspace i? c ff to be

the dimension of a maximal subspace of f contained in {x £ *W : J(x) <

0 if x ^ 0} and the nullity n of J(x) on a subspace W to be the dimension

of the subspace {x £%? : J(x, y) = 0 for all ye?}.
If ff = R" , A is a symmetric matrix, J(x) = x1Ax, and K(x) = xTx,

then the above definition leads to the usual eigenvalue-eigenvector solutions in

R".
If ff = {x £ AC(a, b) : x' £ L2(a, b), x(a) = x(b) = 0}, J(x) =

lba[r(t)x'2 + q(t)x2]dt, and K(x) = fabp(t)x2dt, then condition (1) leads to

the Sturm-Liouville problem

(2) (rx1)' - qx + Xpx = 0,     x(a) = x(b) = 0

by using the Euler-Lagrange equation.   It is known that this problem has a

sequence of eigenvalues {Xn} with Xx < X2 < ■■ ■  and lim,,—,^ X„ = oo .

We have the following theorem (see [5, p. 111]).

Theorem 1. // Jx(x) < J2(x) and Kx(x) > K2(x), then knx) < X{2) where k„i]
are the nth eigenvalues of J,(x) relative to Kj(x) for i = 1, 2.

In the above Sturm-Liouville problem, the hypothesis holds trivially if 0 <

r\(t)<r2(t), qx(t) < q2(t), and px(t)>p2(t).

We next turn to a general theory of approximations for the nth eigenvalue

Xn . The complete theory is in [5]. Briefly, assume Z is a metric space with met-

ric p. For each a in X we assume that J(x; a) and K(x; a) are elliptic and
compact quadratic forms, respectively, defined on a closed subspace sf(a) of

ff. In addition, we assume that the relatively weak approximation conditions
(1) and (2) in [5, p. 75; 4, pp. 385-386] are satisfied. These conditions hold in all
deterministic cases considered below. If we define s(X, a) and n(X, a) to be,

respectively, the signature and the nullity of J(x; X, o) = J(x; o) - XK(x; a)

on J/(er), then the following result holds.

Theorem 2. For each real X, there exists S > 0 such that if p(a, oo) < $ then

(3) s(oo, X) < s(o, X) < s(o, X) + n(o, X) < s(o0, X) + n(o0, X).
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From [5, p. 110] we also have

Theorem 3. If the nth eigenvalue of J (a) with respect to K(a), Xn(o), exists

for a = oo, it exists in a p-neighborhood of oo and is a p-continuous function

of a.

We note that there is a finite number of negative eigenvalues if we generalize

to the condition that J(x) > 0 whenever x ^ 0 and K(x) < 0.

2. Order relationships

We consider here order relationships between the mean values of eigenvalues

of a random quadratic form and eigenvalues of the mean quadratic form. This

generalizes results in [2].

Let J(x,y) be a symmetric bilinear form and J(x) he the associated
quadratic form on ff. Let K(x, y) be an inner product on ff. Suppose

that we have real eigenvalues Xj and associated eigenvectors «, G ff which

satisfy

(4) J(uj , x) - XjK(uj , x) = 0    for every x £ff.

Suppose also that the eigenvalues are ordered, Xx < X2 < ■■■ , and the eigen-

vectors are chosen to be orthonormal with respect to K. The following is a

generalization of the Rayleigh quotient formula for Xx and a related formula
in [3, p. 459].

Lemma 4. Suppose that the set of eigenvectors {ux, u2, ...} is complete; i.e.,

(5) x = ^2 K(uj , x)uj    for all x £ ff.
i

Let J^n be the collection ofall K-orthonormal sets of n elements from ff. Then

(6) X>=       min      £ J(vt).
~      {^1.t,»>€J^~Y

Proof. First we note that {ux ,...,«„} G Jn and £"=, /(«,-) = ]T"=i *< • For

general set {vx, ... , vn} £ ^fn we have

(7) irj(vi) = J2Y,*j[K(uJ>v')]2-
i=\ ;=i   j

For each integer i, 1 < i < n ,

(8) l=K(vi,vi) = Y^[K(Uj,vi)}2 ,

j

and for each integer j, j > 1,

n

(9) l=K(u],uj)>YJ{K(Uj,vi)]2.

i=i
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Then, defining Kj, = K(Uj, «,-),

1=1 (=1 7=1 (=1 7>n+l

>EX>4+^E E4
1=1 y'=l i'=l 7>«+l

do) =EE^+^E|1-E4)
1=1 7=1 1=1   V 7 = 1 /

7=1       1=1 7=1   \ 1=1 /

7 = 1

and the conclusion follows.   D

In the finite-dimensional case, we have an additional similar result for the
maximum.

Lemma 5. Suppose ff has dimension N. For n < N, let J^ be the collection

of all K-orthonormal sets of n elements from ff. Then

N n

(11) r    lj=       max      YJ(vt).
!=7V-«+l 1=1

Let (Q, 38, P) be a probability space. We denote the expected value of a

random variable X by (X). Now we suppose that J(x; co), oj £ Q,, is a

random elliptic quadratic form and J(x, y; co) is the associated random sym-
metric bilinear form. We let Xx(a>) < X2(co) < ... be the ordered eigenvalues

of J(co) with respect to K for each co £ Q. We shall assume that the corre-

sponding eigenvectors are complete in ff. Define the mean bilinear form (/)

by

(12) (J)(x,y) = (J(x,y))     foxx,y£ff.

We assume all expectations exist. Let p.x < p2 < ... be the ordered eigenvalues

of (J). We also assume that the corresponding eigenvectors are complete in

ff.

Theorem 6. We have the following inequalities:

(i)   (Xx)<p.x,

or, more generally,

(")   £"=, (A*) < E"=i Mi ■
In addition, if ff is finite-dimensional with dimension N,

(iii)   (XN) > pN,

or more generally,

(iv)  £L&>>£JL»0*.
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Proof. We prove part (ii) here. The other cases are similar. By Lemma 4, for
each A"-orthonormal set of n vectors {vx, ... , vn} ,

n n

(13) J2Xt(co) < Y^ J(vi; w)    for all co e £1
i=i i=i

Then

(H) E<^><E</(^)> = E<^i).
i=i      i=i i=i

Now

n n

(is) 2> = , mii\ ,E^)("«■).

and thus (ii) follows.   □

In the TV-dimensional case, the sum of all eigenvalues satisfies both order
relationships and we have

Corollary 7.  ££, (A,) = Zli Hi ■

3. FlNITE-DIMENSIONAL EXAMPLES

In this section we study the order relationship between the expected value of

the kth eigenvalue and the kth eigenvalue of the expected value in the finite-

dimensional case. In the previous section we showed that an order relationship

can be given for the smallest and largest eigenvalues. We will now show by

examples that the intermediate eigenvalues can satisfy either order relationship.
Throughout this section we define for x in ff = R"

(16) J(x) = xTAx    and    K(x) = xTBx

where A is a symmetric real n x n matrix and B is a symmetric real positive
definite n x n matrix.

We first give a two-dimensional example with strict inequalities in the smallest
and largest eigenvalues.

Example 1. Suppose px < p2 axe reals and n is a random variable with mean
0 and finite variance. Let

(.7, ,_(*   ;J    and   ,-*-(J   1).

Then the eigenvalues of (/) are px and p2 while the eigenvalues of J axe

(18)

Al = £i+*2 _ ygr^£+,2 and A2=^+yMla)!+M2.

If w ̂  0 with positive probability, we have the order relationships (Xx) < px
and (X2) > p2.

We now consider n-dimensional generalizations of the previous example.
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Example 2. Suppose px < p2 < ■ ■ ■ < pn , and let B = I„ and

/ 0    f/2    • • •    «„ \

n2    0    •••     0
(19) ^ = diag(/Ji,//2, ... ,pn)+      .      .     .        .

V«„    0    •••     0/

where >/, are mutually independent random variables with mean 0 and ?/, ̂  0

with positive probability for each i. The characteristic polynomial for this
matrix is

(20) Q(X) = f[(pt - X) - E ti2 fl (^' " *)■
1=1 1=2 i=2

Now for X sufficiently smaller than px , Q(X) > 0, and for X sufficiently

larger than p„ , Q(X) has the same sign as (-1)" . Evaluating at each /j, , we

have Q(px) < 0, Q(p2) < 0, and Q(pt) alternate < 0, > 0 for i > 2.
Furthermore, with positive probability, all of these inequalities hold strictly. It

follows that with positive probability, Xx < px and A, > //, for i > 2. Taking

expectations, the mean eigenvalues also satisfy these relationships.

In a similar way, let B = In and

/0    ••■      0       tn  \

(21) A = diag(px, p2, ... , p„)+     '■      '■       '■ '■
0    ■■■       0      r\n-\

\nx    ••■    n„-x      0   I

where rn axe mutually independent random variables with mean 0 and rn / 0

with positive probability for each /. Then we have (Xj) < //, for 1 < i < n — 1

and (Xn) > pn ■

Example 3. We can construct examples where the intermediate eigenvalues sat-

isfy either order relationship by using the matrices in Examples 1 and 2 as blocks

of a larger matrix.

Allowing A and B both to be random, we can construct examples where

any eigenvalue can satisfy either order relationship.

Example 4. Suppose px < p2 < ■■■ < pn ■ Let A = diag(nx(co), ... , n„(co))

where (ni) = /j, for 1 < i < n, and let B = diag(/ci(co), ... , Kn(co)) where

(ki) = 1 for I < i < n. Then the eigenvalues of (J) relative to (K) are

Pi, ... , p„ and the (random) eigenvalues of J relative to K axe //,-/«,- for

1 < / < n. Let CI = {cox, co2} and P(cox) = 1/2 = P(co2). Now if we take

(22) ni(cox) = pt(l - dt),        nt(co2) = pi(l + 3,),

Ki(coi) = 1 -e,-, Ki(0J2) = I + ti ,

we have for sufficiently small positive e, and r5,,

nv\ ,„     / nj\ _ pj(l - tjdj)     (>pl   if 0 < Si <d,

(23) ^"W"     1-e,2        \<Pi   ifO<e,<<J„
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4. INFINITE-DIMENSIONAL EXAMPLES

The theory of quadratic forms on infinite-dimensional spaces includes, for
example, the Sturm-Liouville theory. For general quadratic forms on infinite-

dimensional spaces we get results very similar to those of the preceding section.

Example 5. We consider the eigenvalue problem where / is random and K

is deterministic. We can construct examples where the order relations between

the eigenvalues of the mean quadratic form, pt, and the mean eigenvalues of

the random quadratic form, (A,-), are specified in either direction for a finite
number of them not including the first. We do this by applying the ideas of

Example 3 on a finite-dimensional subspace of ff.

It is not clear whether Sturm-Liouville boundary value problem examples

can be constructed for the quadratic forms in Example 5. However we give the

quadratic form version of a similar Sturm-Liouville example of Boyce [2].

Example 6. Let ff = {x £ AC(0, n) : x' £ L2(0, n),    x(0) = x(n) = 0} ,

(24) J(x,co) =      [x'2+ (l + en(co)cost)x2]dt,    and   K(x) =      x2dt,
Jo Jo

where (n) = 0, n is bounded a.s., and n ^ 0 with positive probability. Boyce

shows that for sufficiently small e > 0, (Xk) > pk = l + k2 for k > 2.

As in the finite-dimensional case, allowing K also to be random allows
for more diversity in the order relationships. Consider the following Sturm-

Liouville example.

Example 7. Let ff be as before, and let

f7l Pit

(25) J(x,co)=      [p(co)x'2 + q(co)x2]dt   and   K(x, co) = /   r(co)x2dt
Jo Jo

where p > 0, r > 0, q > -p, (p) = 1, (q) = 0, and (r) = 1. Then the
eigenvalues of (/) relative to (K) axe pk = k2 and the random eigenvalues of

J relative to K axe

(26) Xk(co) = P{(O)k)\q{0i).
v    ' KK   ' r(co)

In particular, let Q = {cox, co2} and P(cox) = 1/2 = P(co2). If

p(coi) = l+e, p(co2) = 1 -e,

(27) q(cox) = -2n2e,        q(co2) = 2n2e,

r(cox) = 1 -e, r(co2) = 1 -fe,

then, for sufficiently small e > 0,

(28) (Xk) =k2 + 2€2f_ ~/]

and thus

(29) (Xk)\<fik   %\<n>
{ > pk   if k > n.
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On the other hand, if

p(eo0 = l-2e, p(co2)=l + 2e,

(30) q(cox) = n2e, q(co2) = -n2e,

r(cox)=l-e, r(co2) = l+e,

then, for sufficiently small e > 0,

(3D (4) = k2 + eY_~2*2)

and thus

(32) <«{>*   "<*•
( < pk   if k > n.

5. Approximation theory

Let I be a metric space with metric p and J(x; a), a £ X, be a family

of quadratic forms for which the conclusion of Theorem 2 holds. That is, for

each X, there exists 5 > 0 such that if p(a, Oq) < $ then the inequaltities of
(3) hold. Then it follows immediately that if » is a Z-valued random variable

such that p(n, oo) < S , a.s., then

(33) s(a0, X) <s(n, X) < s(n, X) + n(n, X) <s(o0, X) + n(o0, X),    a.s.

We define s(n, X) to be the number of mean eigenvalues, (Xk(n)), less than

A and n(n, X) to be the number of mean eigenvalues equal to A. Then we have

the following approximation theorem for the mean eigenvalues.

Theorem 8. Let X be fixed, and suppose that the conclusion of Theorem 2 holds

for J(x; a). Then for the same 5 > 0, if p(n, oo) < d, a.s.,

(34) s(rjb, X) < s(n, X) < s(n, X) + n(n, A) < s(o0, X) + n(o0, X).

Proof. Suppose s(oo, X) = m. Then by (33), if p(n, ctq) < d, a.s., s(n, X) >
m , a.s. Thus A„,(w) < X, a.s., and so (A(m)) < A, and it follows that s(n, X) >

m = s(oo, X). The last inequality follows in a similar way, noting that s(n, X) +
n(n, X) < M only if Xm+i(ii) > X and the converse holds foxs + n.   □

In certain cases, we can get approximation results with less stringent hypothe-

ses.

Example 1 revisited. Consider Example 1 with the added condition that Var(ri)

< S2. Since

(35) ^<yKZ^7^<^i + |n|,

we have that

(36) pi - \n\ < Xx < px       and      p2 < X2 < p2 + \n\.

Thus Xj approximates /z, in a mean-square sense:

(37) ((X, - pi)2)1'2 < d,        i = l,2.
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It follows also from this that

(38) \(Xi)-pi\<d,        /=1,2,

and thus for each X there exists a 8 > 0 such that if Var(//) < S2 , (34) holds.

Thus we get the approximation result for the mean eigenvalue without requiring

a uniform bound on n .

The authors would like to thank Professor Keith Kreith for calling this inter-

esting topic to our attention.
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